# Product Development Team Grading Rubric

## Requirements
- **4:** All requirements for each task are met and exceeded.
- **3:** All requirements for each task are met.
- **2:** One requirement from a task was not completely met.
- **1:** More than one requirement from one or more tasks was not completely met.

## Workload
- **4:** The workload is equally shared and communicated by all team members.
- **3:** The workload is equally shared but team members did not communicate on a consistent theme.
- **2:** The workload was divided, but one person in the group did not do his/her fair share.
- **1:** Several people in the group did not do their fair share.

## Presentation
- **4:** Well designed with content that holds the audience's attention the whole time.
- **3:** Well designed with content that holds the audience's attention most of the time.
- **2:** Content of presentation is complete but not delivered in a method that holds the audience's attention.
- **1:** Design lacks a cohesive message and audience is not sure of presentation message.

Circle the score for each category and add up the total. Total points possible = 12.

Score earned: ________________________